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Editorial

Impeach the Peach
By Arelya J. Mitchell, Publisher/Editor-in-Chief
The Mid-South Tribune
and the
Black Information Highway.com

One mustn’t fool oneself into thinking that this is totally
about impeaching President Trump. This is about changing the United States into full blown socialism by any
means necessary. This is about hate. This is about jealousy. This is about highbrow resentment. This is about
out-of-control control freaks. This is about the Democrat
Party, academia elites, Technocrat elites, mainstream
media elites, Black elites, and grassroots elites usurping
the very fabric of the U.S. Constitution. These usurpers
advocate getting rid of the Electoral College, First and
Second Amendment Rights, the entire Bill of Rights, Due
Process, and stomping to death “In God We Trust” among
other issues to stifle individual rights to make the nation
ripe for a ruling class of socialists who will keep their
wealth intact. One has to only look at the millionaire Democrat Party presidential candidates who seem to be running for America’s first dictator rather than for president.
Those who are orchestrating this illegal impeachment
process are also orchestrating an agenda of socialism
which includes the tactics of class warfare and using the
African American community as a springboard to further
spread the idealism of socialism. This is also where the
grassroots elites march forever in a time warp of the
1960’s to advance their rhetoric that ‘Black Lives Matter’
except in the Black community or the philosophy that you
can be black as long as you are a Democrat.
On that observation, it is time to impeach the Peach.
You see, a rotten seed known as an impeachment inquiry
pits itself inside the Peach.
Three years ago, the Democrat Party planted the Peach in
an orchard of a Muller Report, Russian Collusion, mainstream media propaganda, and politically correct frivolity
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“Let me give you a word of the philosophy of reform. The while history of the progress
of human liberty shows that all concessions, yet made to her august claims, have been
born of earnest struggle. The conflict has been exciting, agitating, all-absorbing, and
for the time being putting all other tumults to silence. It must do this or it does nothing.

If there is no struggle, there is no progress. Those who profess to favor freedom, and
yet depreciate agitation, are men who want crops without plowing up the ground. They
want the ocean without the awful thunder and lightning. They want the ocean without
the awful roar of its many waters. This struggle may be a moral one, or it may be a
physical one, or it may be both moral and physical; but it must be a struggle. Power
concedes nothing without demand.”

Halloween is over so it’s time to

take off the masks to see what’s real
By Marilyn M. Singleton,
MD, JD

At a graduation of a family
friend, out of the blue, one in our
group began lamenting that progressives tended to live in cities.
She proposed that progressives
should move to rural areas and
“purge [such areas] of those
awful conservatives.” Thus
spake the tolerant Left. I was
stunned. Given the festive occasion, I kindly reminded her that
this is America and we are lucky
that we have all kinds of people.
I wanted to ask her what we
should do with the conservatives. Re-education camps?
Death by a continuous loop of
Bernie Sanders speeches?
It is unfortunate that such unreasonableness isn’t isolated within
the D.C. swamp containment
zone.
These pied pipers who offer free
college, free food, free medical
care, and free money for simply
having a pulse freely admit they
have no idea how to pay for it.
Oh, yes: tax the “rich” and corporations who will pass the tax
on to consumers and employees
in the form of higher prices and
lower wages. And eventually the

Dr. Marilyn M. Singleton

heretofore untouchable middle
class will be taxed directly. Let’s
not forget that free food and
housing are components of slavery.
These Einsteins are scientists
when it comes to global warming and evolution but think it’s
medically acceptable to permanently sterilize 7-year olds to
avoid appearing like a “transgender” bigot. Science lesson: there
are 2 genders. Every human has
23 pairs of chromosomes. The X
chromosomes and Y chromosomes determine sex. With rare
exceptions of random abnormal-

ities, female is XX and male is
XY.
These self-described health care
experts try to debunk innovative
medical care delivery methods
like direct pay and direct primary
care subscription practices by
claiming these are reserved for
the rich. A mere $1,500 per year
ensures that you and your doctor,
make your medical decisions—
not the government. These “experts” are the same people who
prop up the medical-insurancegovernment industrial complex
at the expense of private physicians, writing laws that favor bigbox retail clinics staffed by
non-physicians. These swamp
creatures equate physicians with
“mid-level” practitioners with
one fifth the training and education as physicians—but likely demand the chairman of the
department when they themselves need medical services.
These compassionate legislators
are keen on the government taking over the “social determinants
of health,” including loneliness.
I anxiously await an army of a
government operatives coming to
our homes and telling us to be
happy or else. Most people just

Congress’s personal disdain for
Trump is impeding the national
Please see op/ed page 2

security in the Iranian conflict
By Kay C. James

What do the Iranian people, who
have turned out in droves to
protest their own government,
know that many members of
Congress don’t? They realize it’s
their leaders who represent a
grave threat to the future of their
own country and world peace,
not the president of the United
States.
Too many in Congress have let
their personal disdain for President Donald Trump cloud their
obligation to ensure the safety of
Americans at home and abroad.
Some have apologized to the
Iranian regime that has backed
repeated attacks against U.S. personnel and our embassy in Iraq.
A majority in the House even
voted to condemn the president’s
retaliatory strikes against Iran
and tried to tie the president’s
hands in any future military engagements – all while his strategy seems to be working.
In contrast to the regime-staged
protests of last week, the real
anger that we are seeing in the
streets of Iran this week seems to
be a validation of the administration’s actions. The Iranian people
have flooded the streets to protest
the reckless shoot-down of the
Ukrainian airliner filled with
their fellow countrymen and the
lies and denials coming from
their own government to cover it
up. They are calling for the death
of their Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. They are also

Too many in Congress have
let their personal disdain for
President Donald Trump
cloud their obligation to ensure the safety of Americans
at home and abroad. Some
have apologized to the Iranian regime that has backed
repeated attacks against U.S.
personnel and our embassy in
Iraq.

tearing down posters of Gen.
Qassim Suleimani, the head of
the terrorist arm of Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps, who
President Trump ordered killed
with a drone strike on January
3rd.
While many in Congress attacked the president for taking
out Suleimani, the Iranian protesters this week showed the
world that they not only saw
Suleimani as an oppressor of his
own people, but as the architect
of Iran’s foreign policy of terrorism who used up the country’s
blood and treasure and subjected
them to international sanctions
that only made them poorer and
more isolated.
Congressional critics are claiming that killing Suleimani was an
illegal assassination, which it
was not. The general was a lawful military target under both domestic and international law. He
had led a campaign of terror for
years that resulted in the deaths
of more than 600 Americans by
his own militias and thousands

more American deaths and injuries by terrorist proxy groups
he trained and supported. President Trump had ample authority
under the Constitution as commander-in-chief
to
target
Suleimani to defend Americans
against ongoing and imminent attacks.
Yet Pelosi and others are angry
that the administration didn’t
consult Congress before taking
out the general. They have
pointed to the 1973 War Powers
Act, which requires a president
notify Congress within 48 hours
of a military action and prohibits
the military from remaining in a
conflict for more than 60 days if
Congress doesn’t authorize military force.
However, many legal scholars
agree that the War Powers Act is
unconstitutional. It infringes on
the president’s constitutional authority to have sole control over
the military.
Congress does have the power to
check the president’s authority –
specifically, it has the power to
refuse funding for military actions it doesn’t approve of. Congress certainly should debate a
president’s use of military force,
and if our elected representatives
have issues with those actions,
they should use their funding authority to rein a president in. That
would be the constitutional solution.
President Trump’s actions,
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King’s
Dream has
turned into
a nightmare

By Raynard Jackson

As we celebrate the national
birthday holiday for Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., on January
20th, I can’t help but to ponder
what he would say about the current state of Black America
specifically, and America in general.
I am sure he would be livid at
how white liberals’ handpicked
Black “leaders” have been
bought and paid for by them and
their radical agendas; like the
radical homosexual and transgendered movements, the pro-

“I am sure he would be livid
at how white liberals’ handpicked Black “leaders” have
been bought and paid for by
them and their radical agendas...”

motion of foreigners and illegals
taking jobs from Americans, and
the total mismanagement and
political liberalization of our
HBCUs.
HBCUs are fastly being taken
over by the radical homosexual
and transgendered movements
and other radical liberal doctrines like feminism.
King, a Morehouse graduate,
would disown his alma mater if
he were here today.
Let me refer you to a column I
wrote back in 2005 titled, “Letter to Dr. King.” This is one of
my best pieces of writing in my
more than twenty years of being
a columnist.
Unfortunately, things for Blacks
have gotten worse since the
death of Dr. King.
I don’t get into arguments on
whether Dr. King was Republican or not; I think it is totally irrelevant. I focus only on what
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Former RNC
Chair & Gov.
Haley Barbour
and former
Cong. Tom
Davis to speak
at Black
History event

Black Americans for a
Better Future Educational
Fund will host program
on February 4 in D.C.

Washington, DC – In observation of Black History Month,
Black Americans for a Better
Future Educational Fund will
present its inaugural speaker’s
series luncheon titled “Conversations in Black and Right” featuring former Mississippi
Governor and former RNC
Chairman Haley Barbour and
former Congressman Tom
Davis. This event will be held at
the Marriott Hotel, Metro Center
on Tuesday, February 4, 2020,
located at 775 12 Street NW,
from 11:30am to 1:30pm.
Former Congressman Davis
will present an affirmative case
for more substantive engagement with the minority community based on data analytics.
Following Congressman
Davis’s presentation, BAFBF
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The Ukraine boomerang: Was Hunter Biden part of a

cover-up for daddy dearest in Burisma fiasco and with NED?
Eugene Stovall, Ph.D

OAKLAND, CA- When he exposed Hunter Biden’s involvement in Ukraine’s puppet state,
the media attacked Donald
Trump like a swarm of hornets.
Trump’s search for dirt on Joe
Biden boomeranged on him. The
Democrats weren’t interested in
Ukraine’s corruption nor was the
public interested in the Cold War
brewing on Russia’s border. The
public and the Democrats only
wanted to know if Trump would
be impeached for withholding
Ukraine’s weapons purchases
and delaying America’s newest
war of aggression.
******

Trump sent Giuliani to Ukraine
to investigate Burisma, the secretive Ukrainian energy company
that put Hunter Biden and other
prominent Americans on its
board of directors. Trump believed that the Americans on
Burisma’s board were covering
up the company’s illegal acquisition of drilling licenses and its illicit money laundering operation.
Giuliani discovered that, prior to
the coup and prior to Biden’s appointment to Burisma’s board,
Burisma’s
owner,
Mykola
Zlochevsky, paid an investment
firm owned by Hunter Biden and
John Kerry’s stepson, Christopher Heinz, a substantial amount
of money. The payments were either to cover up Zlochevsky’s
corruption or to launder
Burisma’s profits or both. Giuliani also discovered that after the
coup, members of Burisma’s
board of directors were directing
America’s proxy war against
Russia.

When he exposed Hunter
Biden’s involvement in
Ukraine’s puppet state, the
media attacked Donald
Trump like a swarm of hornets. Trump’s search for
dirt on Joe Biden
boomeranged on him. The
Democrats weren’t interested in Ukraine’s corruption nor was the public
interested in the Cold War
brewing on Russia’s border. The public and the Democrats only wanted to
know if Trump would be
impeached for withholding
Ukraine’s weapons purchases and delaying America’s newest war of
aggression.

government illegitimate, ObamaBiden directed Secretary of State
John Kerry to recognize NED’s
shadow
organization
as
Ukraine’s legal government and
convince his EU and NATO
counterparts to do the same.
NED-equipped
para-military
units mounted all out attacks on
the local police. They seized government buildings and arrested
and executed, along with their
families, police and government
officials opposing the coup. Hundreds of civil officials fled the
Obama-Biden massacre while
the press proclaimed the legitimacy of Ukraine’s neo-Nazi
state.
NED Endowed For Regime
Change

In September 2013, the Washington Post reported the IMF’s plans
to force Ukraine into a European
trade agreement. Ukraine was experiencing widespread suffering
because of massive unemployment and needed economic development. The EU was pressing
Viktor Yanukovych, Ukraine’s
president, to implement austerity
programs in return for IMF financing. Yanukovych didn’t want
to force further hardships on his
people so he spurned the EUIMF financial proposal in favor
of a Russian offer that did not require forcing austerity upon

NED followed up its anti-government propaganda by funding
a Ukrainian shadow government
whose gangs of neo-Nazis were
organized into anti-government
para-military units. NED’s
shadow government instigated
violence all over Ukraine. In
Kiev, protests disrupted the
economy and paralyzed the government. Working around the
clock, Yanukovych met with opposition leaders trying to reach a
settlement. But just as it seemed
that he would be successful,
NED’s neo-Nazis rampaged
throughout Kiev, indiscriminately killing policemen and
protesters, alike.
The Obama-Biden administration used the neo-Nazi killing
spree to justify launching its
coup. Declaring the Yanukovych

William Casey, Ronald Reagan’s
CIA director created the National
Endowment For Democracy
[NED] to implement regime
change around the world. NED
created a CIA slush fund that was
used elect a congress whose Democrat and Republican members
would support torture, terrorism
and regime change without reservation.
Massachusetts Senator Edward
Boland attached an amendment
to the 1982 defense appropriations act that made it illegal for
the US to instigate or engage in
regime change in Nicaragua. But
Ronald Reagan violated the socalled Boland amendment with
regularity. Reagan even financed
his attempted overthrow of
Nicaragua’s government by importing drugs into the US and
selling them in the US inner
cities. Congress caught Reagan
in so many violations of the
Boland amendment that it considered impeachment. Casey attempted to hide Reagan’s crimes
from congressional scrutiny by
creating a disinformation campaign that worked “when everything the public and Congress
believes were lies.”
But Reagan was determined to
undermine regimes and overthrow governments around the
world. So, Casey created the
hundred-million-dollar
slush
fund that he called the National
Endowment for Democracy.
Casey used NED to fund political
campaigns of compliant Democrats and Republicans who would
do as they were told. Casey’s
NED-financed politicians not
only overturned the Boland

want to control their own lives,
even if their life does not fit the
government blueprint. If you
want your life to be your own,
and your body to be your own,
then you cannot let the government’s foot in the door.
These forward thinkers decided
it was good public policy to ban
children’s fathers from the home
in order for the family to receive
government funds. It became
normalized for the federal government to be the daddy.
These elitists castigate the middle class for not wanting homeless people sleeping and
defecating in front of their

houses for which they worked
two jobs, saved, and sacrificed
for years. Their remedy is a tent
city in a middle-class neighborhood that is nowhere near theirs.
These people do not want to
admit that the disintegration of
the family and the moral decay
leading to drug use and detachment from society is the first
problem that must be addressed.
And the biggest hobgoblins of
them all are the peddlers of faux
racism. Americans do not wake
up every morning hating on each
other. They ponder their family’s
safety and keeping a decent job
to pay their bills. Something is

seriously wrong, indeed demented, when a former First
Lady—unchallenged—claimed
that white Americans are “still
running” from minority communities when they move to another
neighborhood. Perhaps they are
getting away from homeless encampments (with mostly white
people) or poorly run government schools in Democrat-controlled cities. Get over yourself.
Everything is not about race. Get
out in the real world and sit at a
local bar or cafe in central Mississippi and watch blacks and
whites eating and laughing together. Who is the hatemonger?

The Ukraine Coup

Ukraine’s people. The ObamaBiden administration used
Yanukovych ’s rejection of the
IMF-EU proposal as an excuse
to de-stabilize Ukraine’s economy and overthrow its government.

The Obama-Biden administration used the National Endowment for Democracy (NED) to
finance a propaganda campaign
that
undermined
the
Yanukovych’s
government.
Obama -Biden directed NED to
stir up anti-government feelings
and create dissent throughout
Ukraine. NED paid reporters and
media outlets to rub raw the
sores of discontent and instigate
resentment against Yanukovych,
his cabinet and his government.

Amendment, but supported a
broad array of coups, assassinations and covert military operations. Once he had Congress
under control, Casey added business, labor and the press to
NED’s payoff list. Today NED
distributes over a hundred million dollars to the Democratic
and Republican national committees, the Business Roundtable
and the National Labor Council.
The government operates on National Socialist principles maintaining a bloated defense budget
and dispensing billions in corporate subsidies. Preoccupied with
toppling governments and looting treasuries, the US continually
terrorizes the world into doing its
bidding.
Casey’s corruption of Congress
was so successful that George
Bush used ‘faith based’ funding
to ‘buy’ the support of religious
leaders prior to his Iraq war.
Thus, the moral majority became
neither. But unexpectedly and beyond all comprehension, Donald
Trump threatens to topple the entire evil empire.

The Atlantic Council:
America’s SPECTRE
Russia’s reaction to the Ukraine
coup was immediate. It poured
troops into Crimea and armed
militias loyal to Yanukovych.
Complaining that Russia’s interference with its coup violated US
security, America imposed economic sanctions and sent a half
billion dollars-worth of arms to
its puppet state. With Nazi troops
massing on Russia’s border, the
US and its NATO allies were already congratulating themselves
on having won their new Cold
War. However, it was one thing
to launch a coup; it was a different thing to control the outcome.

and organizational assets required to establish a SPECTREcentral in Ukraine.

After the Bay of Pigs fiasco,
Dean Acheson and Christian
Herter feared that John F.
Kennedy would make good his
promise to “break the CIA into a
million pieces.” So, they established the Atlantic Council of the
United State to continue the Cold
War operations that Kennedy
threatened to end. The Atlantic
Council of the US was a NATO
organization. The White House
had no authority over the council’s covert action operations.
Other NATO members formed
their own Atlantic Councils and
networked them under the authority of the North Atlantic
Council, NATO’s supreme governing body.

The Atlantic Council of the US
directs regional centers that
‘manage’ international security
and global economic activities.
In other words, the Atlantic
Council of the US is the politically independent spy and espionage organization that conducts
SPECTRE-international. The
current CEO of the Atlantic
Council, James L. Jones, is a retired four-star Marine Corps general. He is the former
commander of U.S. European
Command and is NATO’s former Supreme Allied Commander. The chairman of the
Atlantic Council’s International
Advisory Board is Brent Scowcroft, a retired Air Force general.
The Atlantic Council adviser on
Afghanistan and Russian policy
is NATO Secretary General Anders Fogh Rasmussen.

Ukraine’s Prime Minister Arseniy Yatsenyuk leads a neoNazi party and is a member of
the Atlantic Council of the
United States.

Ukraine's largest private natural
gas producers, Kiev’s Burisma
Group is hidden away in a nondescript, five-story residential
building. But when Trump asked
Ukraine’s newly elected president, Volodymyr Zelenksy, to
look into Burisma’s corrupt precoup acquisition of gas drilling
licenses and money laundering
activities, the NED-funded
American press unleashed a
firestorm of criticism. Before the
coup, the Atlantic Council protected, Mykola Zlochevsky,
Burisma’s owner and one of
Yanukovych’s more corrupt cabinet ministers. The Atlantic
Council included Burisma and
Zlochevsky in its post-coup
plans. After the coup, in the
midst of the Ukrainian civil war,
the Atlantic Council supported
Zlochevsky’s drilling operations
while Burisma’s board of directors directed the affairs of
Ukraine’s neo-Nazi government.
Sitting on Burisma’s board,
Hunter Biden played a critical
role in the cover up the coup and
conduct of the American proxy
war.
Hunter Biden: An American
James Bond
Prior to the coup, Mykola
Zlochevsky needed to protect his
criminal
enterprise
from
investigators.
Yanukovych’s
Zlochevsky turned to Rosemont
Seneca Partners, the investment
firm company founded by John
Kerry’s stepson, Christopher
Heinz and Hunter Biden.
Zlochevsky gave Rosemont
Seneca Partners $3.4 million to
protect him from prosecution for
Burisma ’s illegal activities.
Zlochevsky “sweetened the deal”
by promising Hunter Biden that
Burisma would cooperate with
the Americans if they decided to
overthrow Yanukovych.
****
In May 2013, as the EU pressed
Yanukovych to impose austerity
on Ukraine, Joe Biden got
Hunter Biden’s cocaine arrest
records sealed. Then the elder
Biden obtained a Navy commission for his son. In a White
House ceremony, Joe administered the naval officer’s oath to
Hunter. The navy commission
was Hunter Biden’s passport into
the Atlantic Council’s murky
world of military espionage. One
month later, after becoming an
Atlantic Council spy, the Navy
discharged Hunter Biden for fail-

Needing control over Ukraine’s
government, the Obama-Biden
administration turned to NATO’s
Atlantic Council to conduct a
SPECTRE-central operation.
Special Executive for CounterTerrorism, Revenge and Extortion
operations control the day-to-day
activities of a puppet state by
using an invisible hand to pull
the strings. Once Ukraine became a US puppet state, ObamaBiden needed someone to ‘pull
the strings’ and give the orders.
With its $211 million budget and
far-flung foreign operations, the
Atlantic Council of the United
States had the logistical, financial

After the US orchestrated the
Ukrainian coup and sent Nazi
death squads to execute
Ukraine’s government official,
the Atlantic Council’s agents on
Burisma’s board of directors and
in Burisma’s senior management
operated SPECTRE- to run
Ukraine’s government and conducted America’s proxy war.
Advertising itself as one of

America has had a few tragic
well-publicized racially motivated incidents. Undaunted, we
continue to strive for liberty for
all—despite the calculated enmity and scab-picking by rich
and famous black people who
ran away from minorities to live
on a $15 million estate on
Martha’s Vineyard (and not in
Oak Bluffs) and who expect us
to swallow their vitriol-laced
baloney.
This insanity is patently sick and

sickening. It is about power at
any cost and not what can help
move America forward.
***
Bio: Dr. Singleton is a boardcertified anesthesiologist. She is
the immediate past President of
the Association of American
Physicians
and
Surgeons
(AAPS). She graduated from
Stanford and earned her MD at
UCSF Medical School. Dr. Singleton completed 2 years of Surgery residency at UCSF, then her

Anesthesia residency at Harvard’s Beth Israel Hospital.
While still working in the operating room, she attended UC
Berkeley Law School, focusing
on constitutional law and administrative law. She interned at the
National Health Law Project and
practiced insurance and health
law. She teaches classes in the
recognition of elder abuse and
constitutional law for nonlawyers. She lives in Oakland,
California.

Founder, Raynard Jackson will
conduct an interview with Governor Barbour and then take
questions from the audience.
Governor Barbour will share
with the audience “A Conservative Vision for Civil Rights in the
21st Century.”
“Black History Month presents
an excellent opportunity for conservatives to have a substantive
conversation with minorities
from across the country and present an affirmative case for their
electoral support in November.
“Minorities want substantive
engagement, not the buffoonery
that conservatives too often show
us,” according to Jackson.

***
Raynard Jackson is a Pulitzer
Prize nominated columnist and
President & CEO of Raynard
Jackson & Associates, LLC, an
internationally recognized political consulting, government affairs, and PR firm based in
Washington, DC. Jackson is an
internationally recognized radio
talk show host and TV commentator. He has coined the phrase
“straticist.” As a straticist, he
has merged strategic planning
with public relations. Call RJA
to discuss how they can get you
to the next level of your career
or business.
Founder and Chairman of Black
Americans for a Better Future

(BAFBF), a federally registered
527 Super PAC established to
get more Blacks involved in the
Republican Party. We focus on
the Black entrepreneurs.
W e b s i t e :
http://www.bafbf.org/donate/

The Atlantic Council, The
Ukraine Coup And Burisma

Halloween is over so it’s time to take off the masks ... from op/ed page 1

Congress’s disdain of Trump impedes
Iranian conflict ... from op/ed page 1

though, seemed to have been
successful in tamping down Iranian aggression, and for now, it
appears that any immediate escalation with Iran has been
avoided. The U.S. will continue
to take actions, including increasing sanctions, designed to punish
the regime for its behavior and
prevent further escalation while
offering it the option of going
back to the negotiating table.
President Trump has delivered a
clear message to the Iranian government: “Your campaign of ter-

ror, murder, mayhem will not be
tolerated any longer.” He promised to strike back if there were
more attacks on Americans, and
the regime seems to be listening.
These events remind us why the
U.S. must maintain the bestequipped armed forces in the
world and use firm diplomacy –
backed by the credible threat of
military force – to successfully
thwart rogue regimes bent on
America’s destruction.
While Congress has a role in ensuring that America doesn’t be-

come entangled in unnecessary
or illegitimate conflicts, it must
also recognize when legitimate
actions are taken for national security reasons, and it must reject
letting politics get in the way of
its sacred obligation to protect
the American people.
***

Kay C. James is president of The
Heritage
Foundation
(heritage.org).
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Barbour and Davis to speak at Black History
Month event in DC ... from op/ed page 1

To advertise in The
Mid-South Tribune’s
25th Annual Black
History Month edition,
email to
MSTbusiness
@prodigy.net
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The Mid-South Tribune Editorial: Time to ‘Impeach the Peach’

to create a ‘Climate
Change’ to get rid of President Donald Trump by any
means necessary. Well, actually, they planted the
Peach before President
Trump even took office by
declaring that they were
going to impeach him before he could lay his hand
on the Bible to take the oath
of office.
This impeachment inquiry
is led by a cowardly woman
bullied by four little big
mouth socialist sorority sisters, a bug-eyed man who is
13 eggs short of a dozen,
and a Democrat Party
where commonsense has
been run naked into the
street into the arms of a
straightjacket. The bigeyed man’s surname should
have the “C” deleted and
the two “F’s” should be replaced with one “T” to put
in perspective his brains
and his arrogance. Then, of
course, they have flanking
around them at press conferences members of the
Congressional Black Caucus many of whom have no
problem capitalizing off

capitalism to benefit themselves. Indeed, CBC members have yelled until
they’re navy blue in the
face for the rights of illegal
immigrants over the concerns of their black constituents
This Democrat Party-lynch
mob led by House Speaker
Nancy Pelosi, Cong. Adam
Schiff and the four little
girls who called themselves
the Squad will implode.
These irate Peach Pickers
are torching all of the orchards and are heading toward the main House—the
White House-- to burn it to
the ground.
Now that the savages have
arrived, what shall we
serve?
Shall we peel the yellow
(cowardly) skin of the
Peach to dig out this rotten
seed? If so, what would we
find? It would not be Donald J. Trump and the 63
million-plus ‘deplorables’.
We will find naked selfrighteous liberal racists, dividers, snobs, haters with
nothing more than a mushy
shield of intolerance pro-

tecting their hurt feelings.
We must remember that the
Peach Pickers will never
take the first step to distribute and redistribute their
own wealth as they launch
a battle to take out cowering billionaires and millionaires who will not stand up
to them, who will not tell
them that most of them
were not born with a silver
spoon, who will not stand
up for capitalism and yes,
as corny as it sounds, even
stand up for the American
Dream. The Peach Pickers
have no problem with
Third-World Dictators who
control orchards of socialism where their citizens
have withered in poverty as
they collect them in baskets
of hopelessness.
The Democrat Party has
recklessly formed a symbiotic relationship with the
Democrat Socialist Party.
Yes, this impeachment
sham is bigger than Donald
J. Trump. This is about preserving the Union with the
same seriousness which uprooted itself into the Civil
War where the 13th, 14th,

and 15th Amendments People are irrelevant.
were planted. It is about
This President will not
keeping this nation from wither, waver, or whimper.
the enslavement of social- To the American public, reism in a 21st Century. The gardless of whether you are
Peach Pickers have shown Democrat, Republican, Inthat they will destroy any- dependent, black, white,
one who disagrees with brown, red or yellow, this
them. They will gather is about preserving what
their mainstream media made and makes America
propagandists and Antifa great (warts and all)—Its
Army to make sure that the Constitution.
Had the
punishment is carried out. American Constitution not
They have the same passion been as well-written as it
as other haters who do not was, there never would
get their way. They have have existed a workable
now created the prototype framework onto which to
of using impeachment as a hang the 13th, 14th, 15th,
weapon of mass political and 19th Amendments. To
destruction to rid the nation the American public, reof this president and any fu- gardless of whether you are
ture president they simply Democrat, Republican, Indo not like. Damn The Peo- dependent, black, white,
ple! Pull ahead!
brown, red or yellow, it is
When Donald J. Trump capitalism which has also
shook the Peach tree by made it possible to “Pursue
winning the presidency Happiness” and the Amerwith the largest number of ican Dream that you can
electoral votes, the Peach come from any level of
fell to the ground. It has poverty and work your way
been rotting in that same up—and yes, even from the
place for three years. It can- bowels of slavery to have
not move on to produce the freedom to ‘create’ and
legislation for the good of spawn rapper multi-milThe People because The lionaires who sold CD’s

The Ukraine boomerang: Was Hunter Biden
part of a cover-up for daddy dearest in Burisma

fiasco and with NED? ... from op/ed page 2
ing a cocaine test, a necessary
step for his SPECTRE cover.
Hunter Biden, along with Devon
Archer, formed BHR Partners
with Jonathan Li, a Chinese businessman. The CIA front ‘conned’
the Chinese government into
using BHR to invest outside
China. The illegal investment
scheme cost the Chinese $1.3 billion. Hunter Biden was now fully
operational, vetted by the Atlantic Council and possessing the
bona-fides and contacts of an espionage agent. Now on
Burisma’s board, Hunter Biden
channeled the Atlantic Council’s
instructions to Ukraine’s puppetstate. But Hunter Biden was not
Ukraine Spectre’s sole agent. The
Atlantic Council inserted three
top veterans of the ‘spy game’
onto Burisma’s board solidifying
Ukraine’s SPECTRE-central.
Burisma’s Board: SPECTRE

Central
Hunter Biden was joined on
Burisma’s board by Aleksander
Kwasniewski, Poland’s former
president, Joseph Cofer Black,
the CIA’s most experienced and
valued counter terrorism operative and Alan Apter, a wily Wall
Street investment banker and
Eastern European spy master.
These were the Atlantic Council’s elder statesmen of espionage. Hunter Biden had the
‘best of the best’ to guide his operation and wage his war.
Even under the watchful eyes of
the Kremlin, Aleksander Kwasniewski was successful in transforming
Poland
from
a
communist state to a ‘democratic’
one. Teaching politics at Georgetown University and directing
Kiev’s Center for Political Studies, Kwaśniewski was a member
of the Atlantic Council as well as

the Bilderberg Group. Joseph
Cofer Black was a recipient of
the CIA’s highest award, the Distinguished Intelligence Medal.
Cofer Black directed the CIA’s
department of counterterrorism
and served as an ambassador at
large for the State Department.
Cofer Black was the CIA’s top
international spymaster.
In addition to its board members,
the Atlantic Council put its
agents into Burisma senior management. Even before Kurt
Volker became Trump’s special
representative to Ukraine, Volker
was a senior manager at Burisma
as well as a senior adviser to the
Atlantic Council. Volker introduced Zlochevsky to State Department officials at a New York
Atlantic Council event in September, 2018 and accompanied
Zlochevsky to a Washington reception given for House

Speaker, Nancy Pelosi, on September 24, 2019. Though Volker
resigned as Trump’s Ukraine advisor, he remains a Burisma
manager and an Atlantic Council
advisor.
"I believe the only reason
Burisma and Zlochevsky [acquired Biden, Black, Kwasniewski and Volker] was to
whitewash their reputation and
to present themselves as a company doing legitimate business
in Ukraine," said Daria Kaleniuk, head of Kiev’s Anti-Corruption Action Center. Burisma’s
powerful board members and
management staff has blocked
even Trump’s investigations into
Zlochevsky’s corruption so the
relief of the deep state and its
congressional supporters.
UkraineAlert: The Atlantic
Council Takes Precautions
NED-funded propaganda insti-

gated the Ukraine coup. The Atlantic Council takes extreme precautions to prevent counter
propaganda from threatening its
puppet state. Adopting a strict
pro-US narrative, the Atlantic
Council’s UkraineAlert filters the
news circulating in Ukraine’s
Russian, Ukrainian and English
language newspapers as well as
through its electronic media outlets. In addition, UkraineAlert
funds partnerships between English, Ukrainian, and Russian-language
media
distributors,
controlling news distribution
throughout the country. All
Ukraine’s news is reviewed and
approved by the Atlantic Council. Opinions that oppose American control over the Ukraine
puppet state, even by Donald
Trump, are censored.

Impeachment hearings begin the week of January 20, 2020

King’s Dream has turned into a nightmare ... from op/ed page 1
we know, his public record.
And what we know is Dr. King
didn’t take a bullet to his head for
the media appointed Black leaders to be bought off by white liberals and white feminists.
Dr. King didn’t give up his life to
promote the radical liberal homosexual and transgendered agenda.
Dr. King fought for Blacks in
America, not “people of color.”
He wasn’t asking for special
treatment; he was asking for
equal treatment.
The U.S. Constitution had already guaranteed Blacks equal
rights; the laws simply were not
being enforced. Blacks were not
asking to have special rights created for them, like the homosexuals; they were saying, enforce
the law.
I find it astonishing that the Democrat candidates for president
have been allowed by liberal
Blacks to conflate the radical liberal
homosexual
agenda,
amnesty for illegals, and feminism into a modern-day Civil
Rights agenda.
These candidates have not once
discussed the breakdown of the
Black family because of liberal
social engineering, i.e. welfare
from the sixties; there has been
no discussion of Black entrepre-

But let one illegal kid die in
ICE’s custody and the whole
liberal world loses its collective mind; but when twenty
babies are killed in one weekend of violence in places like
Chicago or Baltimore, these
same liberals get a severe
case of laryngitis.

neurship; or not one word uttered about the state of HBCUs.
But let one illegal kid die in
ICE’s custody and the whole liberal world loses its collective
mind; but when twenty babies
are killed in one weekend of violence in places like Chicago or
Baltimore, these same liberals
get a severe case of laryngitis.
These white liberals have forced
their sycophant Black followers
to aggressively promote their
radical homosexual, transgender, and feminist agenda; despite
the fact that Black homosexuals,
transgenders, and feminists face
more racism within these radical
groups than they do in mainstream society.
Liberals are by far the most
racist group in the entire U.S.;
just look at liberal Hollywood as
exhibit A.

King was singularly focused on
equal opportunity for Blacks
based on the Constitution; not
equal outcome.
King did not have a problem
with segregation or segregated
neighborhoods. He had a problem with Blacks being denied the
opportunity to move to a white
neighborhood solely based on
their skin color.
King would not be concerned
with how few Blacks are coaching in professional sports like the
NFL or NBA; or how few Blacks
were in their league offices; or
how few Blacks own franchises.
He would be more concerned
about why Blacks continue to financially support entities like
this and why Blacks continue to
work under these conditions
knowing that they have the real
power in this relationship.
Blacks make up about 70% of all
players in both the NFL and
NBA. But yet these players have
said and done nothing to effectuate change regarding the lack of
diversity within management
and ownership. Colin Kaepernick has laryngitis when it comes
to this issue and his knees seem
incapable of bending for an issue
like this.
As I say, weak people take strong

positions on weak issues!!!
Other groups stay singularly focused on the issues that affect
their respective communities.
When do you hear Asians or
Hispanics talking about people
of color?
Blacks are the only group that
make other people’s issues their
issues, with absolutely no reciprocity.
King would be appalled at this
behavior by these quasi Black
leaders.
King was not a global leader,
but rather, he was a Black leader
in America who had a global impact. There is a big difference
between being a global leader
and a leader that impacts the
globe!
You have cities like Baltimore,
Chicago, Detroit that have been
run by liberal Democrats for
generations uninterrupted and
Blacks have been devastated by
these liberal policies.
Where are the holy cries of
righteous indignation from
Black leaders?
Blacks are being told that Susie
has two mommies and Johnny
has two daddies; and we wonder
why Black on Black crime is off
the charts?
Black women are being told by

white feminists that they don’t
need a man to help raise their
children; even though they
needed a man to make those
same children.

You only dream when you are
sleep. It’s high time for Blacks
to wake up and rekindle the
dream; and that dream has to
start with getting back to our
conservative values in the Black
community and to once and for
all reject the insidious radical
liberalism that has nearly destroyed the Black community.
Conservatives, herein lies your
opportunity to engage with the
Black community!

***
Raynard Jackson is a Pulitzer
Award nominated columnist and
founder and chairman of Black
Americans for a Better Future
(BAFBF), a federally registered
527 Super PAC established to
get more Blacks involved in the
Republican Party. BAFBF focuses on the Black entrepreneur.
For more information about
BAFBF, visit www.bafbf.org.
You can follow Raynard on
Twitter @Raynard1223.

out of trunks of cars and
athletes who shot balls in
the ghettos. Even under the
immorality of segregation,
capitalism created with
warts and all a Booker T.
Washington, HBCUs, the
Harlem Renaissance, a
George Washington Carver,
women of ‘Hidden Figures’, black scientists, black
astronauts, black inventors,
a Black Wall Street, a John
H. Johnson, a Robert
Church, an A.G. Gaston, a
Rosa Parks, a Frederick
Douglass,
black-owned
businesses of barbershops,
beauty salons, a Madam C.
J. Walker, a Kanye West, a
Jay Z, a Barry Gordy, a Bob
Johnson, a Robert Smith, an
Oprah Winfrey, a Barack
Obama, and foremost a Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. and
other movers and shakers
which socialism never,
ever, would have produced
or given an ounce of air to
breathe to have the freedom
to ‘dream’. Warts and all, it
has been capitalism and
democracy with a commonsensical welfare system for
those who fall through the
crack to get a second leg-up
to ‘pursue’ happiness. Not
socialism. Not communism.
Not terrorism. Not hate.
President Trump will win in
a 2020 landslide because of
The People’s Resistance
and maybe and hopefully
because of commonsensical
Democrats who choose to
take back their party which
is now the Democrat Socialist Party. The People’s
Resistance must not allow
impeachment to be used as
a coup, as an excuse, and as
the lynching tree to hang
this nation in the historical
epitaphs of socialism.
Now that the savages have
arrived, what shall we
serve?
We must serve the Peach.
We The People must now
impeach the Peach.
We The People must now
impeach the
Democrat Party.

***
This editorial is on the Editorial/Op Ed lane on The
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